INTRODUCTION

TAKING AN AFTERNOON NAP (SIESTA) IS A COMMON HABIT IN SOME COUNTRIES. A NUMBER OF STUDIES
HAVE REPORTED A PREVALENCE OF NAPS ranging between 16% and 61%. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] In Mediterranean and Latin American countries, taking an afternoon nap forms part of the culture and is considered to be a healthy habit. Naps could be attributed to sleep problems or to circadian rhythm disorders among others. Some studies have demonstrated a mortality increase in habitual nappers. 1, 4, 5, [7] [8] [9] This mortality has been associated with cardiovascular or cerebrovascular morbidity. 1, [5] [6] [7] [8] 10, 11 Although there is no obvious explanation for this phenomenon, changes in blood pressure or heart rate at the end of the nap could play a role in these vascular disorders. 12 Sleep apnea hypopnea syndrome affects between 2% and 4% of the adult population 13 and is characterized by repetitive obstructions in the upper airway that end in cerebral arousal. The consequences of these repetitive episodes are daytime sleepiness, tiredness, traffic accidents, 14, 15 increased cardiovascular and cerebrovascular risk, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and even mortality. 21, 22 Continuous positive airway pressure is the most effective treatment for patients with the sleep apnea syndrome. Continuous positive airway pressure normalizes sleep architecture; decreases the number of arousals; eradicates apneas, hypopneas and snoring; and probably reduces blood pressure 23, 24 and even mortality. 22 Patients with sleep apnea hypopnea syndrome resemble nappers in that they are commonly snorers, male, and overweight. 2, [4] [5] [6] Despite these similarities, no studies have been carried out to date to assess the prevalence of sleep apnea hypopnea syndrome in regular nappers. 25 It appears that nappers might suffer more from sleep apnea, which could contribute to the rise in cardiovascular disorders described in this population. Moreover, napping could be a marker of sleep apnea. Our main objective was thus to determine the association between sleep apneas and napping. Other aims were to determine the relationship between hypertension and sleep apnea in nappers and to ascertain whether the hypertension was associated with napping or with sleep apnea.
METHODS
Sample
Residents in the town of Caceres (Spain) with a population of 100,000 were randomly chosen from the telephone book and were invited to participate in the study. Calls were made by professional interviewers to households between 6:00 pm and 10:00 pm so as not to interfere with working hours. An interview was proposed to every member in the household aged between 18 and 75 years. The interview included questions on age, sex, frequency and duration of the nap, number of hours slept per night, subjective daytime sleepiness, and presence of snoring and apneas observed during sleep. In the case of a negative answer, another phone number was chosen at random. The definition criterion for nappers was taking naps on 5 or more days a week, each nap lasting at least 30 minutes. Control subjects were selected from individuals who did not take naps. Based on these data, the subjects were divided into groups of nappers and nonnappers. Subsequently, more detailed questionnaires and a full polysomnographic study were offered. The exclusion criteria were difficulties in performing questionnaires, life expectancy of less than 1 year, absence of napping or nonnapping criteria, and refusal to participate in the study. To determine differences in the presence of sleep apnea between groups, we considered that 27% of our population had an apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) exceeding 5 18 and that, in a pilot study of nappers (n = 20), 45% had an AHI exceeding 5. Thus, differences of 18% should be detected. The subjects were recruited until a total of 90 cases and their corresponding controls were studied. An α error of .05 and a power of 0.7 were established. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the study population. Of 583 subjects interviewed, 76 did not fulfill napping or nonnapping criteria. Of the 507 remaining subjects, 186 napped regularly, whereas 321 did not. Of the group of nappers, 65% (121 subjects) agreed to undergo further tests (personal interview), although full polysomnography was performed in only 90 of them. As regards the group of nonnappers (321), 219 subjects were matched individually (1 or more) for age (within 2 years) and sex with the nappers. Of these 219 nonnappers, 140 agreed to do further tests (personal interview), although full polysomnography was performed in only 88 of them. The study was approved by the ethics committee, and informed consent was obtained from all the subjects.
PROCEDURE
The subjects who agreed to participate in further studies were invited to fill in some questionnaires and underwent some measurements: (1) height and weight; (2) questionnaires concerning personal habits, illnesses, tobacco smoking, alcohol intake, drug consumption, job and education; (3) symptoms and signs of sleep apnea as well as other diseases causing sleepiness; (4) the Epworth Sleepiness Scale, frequency of sleepiness while driving, and the number of car accidents in the last 5 years; (5) frequency and intensity of snoring, work and sleep schedule, number of hours slept per night, and length of the nap in minutes; (6) quality of life using the Euroquol1 test 26 ; (7) blood pressure according to the recommendations of the American Heart Association 27 (the mean value of 2 measurements was used for analysis); and, finally, (8) a polysomnogram was performed in the usual manner. Briefly, recordings of electroencephalogram (C3/A2, C4/A1), chin electromyogram, and electrooculogram were used to monitor sleep in accordance with standard criteria. Tibialis electromyography and electrocardiography were also recorded. Nasal and oral airflow (cannula), tracheal sounds (microphone), thoracic and abdominal respiratory effort (Respitrace, Miami Beach, FL), and oxygen saturation (Nonin Medical INC 8600, Plymouth, MN) were also measured.
Definitions and Outcomes
Apnea was defined as the absence of airflow of ≥ 10 seconds, and a hypopnea as any discernible airflow reduction for at least 10 seconds with a drop in oxygen saturation ≥ 3% or a final arousal. 28 The definition criterion for nappers was napping on 5 or more days a week, each nap lasting at least 30 minutes. The criterion for nonnappers was defined as napping less than 1 day a week for less than 30 minutes.
A nap was defined as falling asleep (voluntarily or involuntarily) only after lunch (Spanish siesta). A subject was regarded as a habitual snorer if he or she always or nearly always snored while asleep. Depression was taken into account when a subject had been previously diagnosed as being depressed. Habitual sleepiness while driving was considered if the driver fell asleep once every 3 times at the wheel on the motorway when he or she drove for at least 1 hour.
14 Automobile accidents where considered when damage to the vehicle or personal injury occurred (no urban accidents). The number of kilometers driven per year was obtained on request. Hypertension was defined as systolic blood pressure ≥ 140 mm Hg or diastolic blood pressure ≥ 90 mm Hg. The subjects previously diagnosed with hypertension were also included.
Statistics
The dropout rate of subjects in each stage of the study ( Figure  1 ) meant that some nappers remained without pairs at the end of study protocol. Thus, the comparative analysis was performed considering the napping group and the control group as independent samples. Qualitative variables were expressed as percentages, and quantitative variables as means ± SD. The comparison of proportions was made with the Fisher exact test. The mean values were compared using the Student t test whenever data presented a normal distribution; otherwise, the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test was used. A p value < .05 in a 2-sided test was considered to be statistically significant. Remaining subjects 507
Interviewed subjects 583 76 Excluded Figure 1 -Of 583 subject interviewed, 76 did not fulfill napping or nonnapping criteria. Of 507 remaining subjects, 186 napped habitually, whereas 321 did not. Of the nappers, 121 agreed to do a further interview, and a polysomnogram was performed in 90 of them. Of the nonnappers (321), 219 subjects were matched individually (1 or more) for age (within 2 years) and sex with the nappers; 140 agreed to do a further interview, and a polysomnogram was performed in 90 subjects. Two polysomnograms were not acceptable because of low sleep efficiency.
Association Between Habitual Naps and Sleep Apnea-Masa et al bitual nappers (yes or no), and the independent variable, the AHI at the 3 cutoff points (AHI ≥ 5, ≥ 10, ≥ 15). In this model, we entered potentially confounding variables such as sex, age, body mass index, tobacco use, alcohol intake, the use of drugs inducing sleepiness, depression, hours slept per night, and work and sleep schedule. The second one, a logistic regression model, was used in the group of nappers by including hypertension (yes or no) as the dependent variable and the AHI as the independent variable at the 3 cutoff points. In this model, we introduced potentially confounding variables such as sex, age, body mass index, tobacco use, and alcohol intake. We examined the effects of the inclusion and exclusion of variables in the model. The third one, a regression model, was used to determine whether hypertension could be associated with napping or with sleep apnea. To this end, this model employed hypertension (yes or no) as a dependent variable. First, we used nappers without and with the previous potentially confounding variables and then nappers and the AHI (at the 3 cutoff points) with the same confounding variables as the independent ones. We used the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) to introduce variables with a maximum of 20 interactions. We also compared, in the group of nappers, the systolic and diastolic pressure between the 3 different AHI groups (0-4.9, 5-14.9, and ≥ 15), adjusted by age, using variance analysis and the Sidak test for differences between individual means. Figure 1 shows the number of subjects interviewed and initially selected subjects and studied. Table 1 compares the variables in the telephone questionnaire between the subjects who completed the study protocol (personal interview and polysomnography) and the subjects who did not complete it, in the groups of nappers and nonnappers. We found no statistically significant differences between the groups. Table 2 shows the characteristics of the 90 nappers with respect to the 88 nonnappers. The group of nappers was characterized by a significantly higher body mass index, a larger alcohol intake, a higher percentage of active smokers, fewer hours of sleep per night, and more snorers. No differences in age, sex, or level of education were observed. Table 3 shows restlessness, sleepiness, traffic accidents, quality of life, hypertension values, and the number of cardiovascular events suffered. The nappers revealed significantly more sleepiness, a poorer quality of life, and a higher percentage of subjects with hypertension.
RESULTS
Panel A in Figure 2 shows the percentage of subjects with sleep apnea in the 3 nonexclusive AHI categories in the groups of nappers and nonnappers. The group of nappers had a higher frequency of sleep apnea at the 3 cutoff points studied. Panel B shows the adjusted and nonadjusted odds ratio and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for sleep apnea (in the 3 nonexclusive AHI categories) Figure 3 indicates the percentage of subjects with sleep apnea (in the 3 nonexclusive AHI categories) in nappers with and without hypertension. The percentage of subjects with sleep apnea was higher in nappers with hypertension than in nappers without hypertension. Panel B shows the odds ratio and 95% CI for sleep apnea (in the same AHI categories) related to hypertension in the group of nappers The adjusted odds ratio was between 4.4 (CI = 1.5-13) and 6 (CI = 2-17). Figure 4 shows the systemic blood pressure value (of treated and untreated subjects with hypertension) at the 3 levels of the AHI, 0 to 4.9, 5 to 14.9 and >15 in the group of nappers. The subjects with an AHI ≥ 15 had higher levels of systolic and diastolic blood pressure than did those with an AHI less than 5. Table 4 provides logistic-regression models using hypertension as a dependent variable. First, nappers without and with potentially confounding variables were used, and subsequently nappers and the AHI (at the 3 cutoff points) with the same confounding variables as the independent ones were added. The 2.1 odds ratio of nappers (CI = 1.1-4) changed to 1.7 (CI = 0.8-3.3) once adjusted to the confounding variables without sleep apnea. After the inclusion of the last variable, the odds ratio decreased to as low as 1.1 (CI = 0.5-2.4).
DISCUSSION
In light of our findings, regular nappers suffered increased sleep apnea and hypertension. Elevated AHI proved to be an independent risk factor in hypertension in this population. Therefore, our data suggest that the association between napping and , and the independent variable, the AHI at the 3 cutoff points (AHI ≥ 5, ≥ 10, ≥ 15). This figure illustrates the adjusted and nonadjusted odds ratio and 95% confidence intervals for sleep apnea in the 3 nonexclusive AHI categories. We entered in this model potentially confounding variables such as sex, age, body mass index, tobacco use, alcohol intake, the use of drugs inducing sleepiness, depression, hours slept per night, and work and sleep schedule. The bottom dotted line stands for the value 1 of the odds ratio, ie, no association. shows the results of the logistic-regression model in the group of nappers, which analyzed the relationship between the dependent variable, hypertension (yes or no), and the AHI as the independent variable at the 3 cutoff points. This figure illustrates the odds ratio and 95% confidence intervals for sleep apnea in the same AHI categories in the group of nappers. Ninety nappers underwent polysomnography (41 with and 49 without hypertension). We entered in this model potentially confounding variables such as sex, age, body mass index, tobacco use, and alcohol intake. The dotted line stands for the value 1 of the odds ratio, ie, no association. cardiovascular diseases could be attributed to the high prevalence of sleep apnea among nappers. The value of the AHI exceeding 5 in our control population is slightly higher than that found in other studies in Spain. 18 These increased values could be attributed to the technology used [29] [30] (nasal cannula and thoracoabdominal motion instead of thermistor) and to the definition of respiratory events, particularly hypopnea (discernible reduction in flow or thoracoabdominal motions accompanied by an arousal or a fall of at least 3% in oxygen saturation). The nappers had a higher level on the Epworth Sleepiness Scale than the nonnappers. However, the values of the Epworth Sleepiness Scale were within normal values (7.7 ± 3.6) in the group of nappers. The Epworth Sleepiness Scale scores were similar in nappers regardless of the presence of sleep apnea. It is therefore possible that napping could interfere in the perception of somnolence and alleviate some degree of sleepiness. This would result in a minor perception of the illness (and perhaps underdiagnosis) and in a reduction of the number of traffic accidents. 14, 15 As for quality of life, our data showed differences between the groups of nappers and nonnappers. Sleep apnea impairs quality of life. However, in the group of nappers, no differences were observed between subjects with sleep apnea and those without sleep apnea. No associated disease, such as depression, could account for our findings. 1, 4 Our results challenge the popular belief that naps are a satisfactory habit.
Contrary to the popular view that naps are beneficial to health, a number of longitudinal studies have reported a high risk of mortality in nappers over the age of 50 1, 4, 5, 7 because of vascular events. 1, 5, 7, 10 An extensive study of 505 survivors of myocardial infarction and 522 age-and sex-matched controls 11 revealed a greater risk of myocardial infarction in habitual nappers. Other studies have shown a high risk of stroke in this population. 6 It has been suggested that one possible cause of these cardiovascular problems is the increase in blood pressure, heart rate, and physical activity on arousal. 10, 12, 31 However, our results could provide an alternative explanation. We detected a higher frequency of sleep apnea in nappers, which could play a role in cardiovascular disorders.
Few studies have analyzed the relationship between nappers and blood pressure, and the results have been conflicting. 5, 6 As shown in Table 4 , the odds ratio for nappers related to hypertension is not statistically significant in the presence of confounding variables (mainly age and body mass index) without sleep apnea in the model. Both age and body mass index are related to sleep apnea, and their statistical power decreases when sleep apnea is introduced into the model, with the result that sleep apnea is the only significant risk factor in hypertension.
The prevalence of taking afternoon naps varies in different studies. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The most common factors accounting for the different percentages could be nap definition, duration of napping time, work schedule, culture, rural or urban population, climate, and age. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The comparison of our case-control study (population approximately 45 years of age) with other longitudinal studies (population over 50 years of age) could introduce potential bias because of differences in the characteristics and the reasons for napping and other confounding factors. With the exception of this, the greater frequency of hypertension and sleep apnea found in our nappers may enhance the development of cardiovascular disorders in elderly nappers.
Finally, we should like to comment on some aspects of our selection procedure. Out of a number of 186 habitual nappers and CI refers to confidence interval; BMI, body mass index; AHI, apneahypopnea index.
Association Between Habitual Naps and Sleep Apnea-Masa et al 219 nonnappers initially selected, 90 nappers and 88 nonnappers completed the study protocol. We found no differences in the first telephone questionnaire between those who completed the study protocol and those who did not. Other questions such as those concerning weight, alcohol intake, smoking, and quality of life were not asked during the first telephone interview. However, these data could have exerted some influence on the comparison between the groups of nappers and nonnappers. Auto selection bias cannot be ruled out entirely, but should it be present, it could occur in the 2 groups. In light of our findings, napping could be regarded as a marker of sleep apnea and also as a factor that modulates daytime somnolence. Sleep apnea constitutes a risk factor in hypertension. Given that napping is a common habit and that sleep apnea is a treatable disorder, it is reasonable to focus more attention on this population.
